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1. Introduction
Precise deposition of molten microdrops under controlled thermal conditions
provides a means of 3D "digital microfabrication" , microdrop by microdrop, under
complete computer control, much in the same way as 2D hard copy is obtained by ink-jet
printing. This paper describes some results from a study of the basic modes of microdrop
deposition and solidification (Gao & Sonin, 1993). The conditions required
controlled
deposition are discussed, and some experimental results and theoretical analyses are given
for various basic deposition modes. These include columnar (Le. drop-on-drop)
deposition at low and high frequencies, sweep deposition of continuous beads on flat
surfaces, and repeated sweep deposition for buildup of larger objects or materials.

2. Experimental Conditions
We are concerned with systems in which individual molten droplets are dispensed
on demand and delivered ballistically to a target location where they impact and solidify.
To avoid drop breakup or splattering at impact, and thus set the stage for precise control
over the deposition process, we use conditions where capillarity forces dominate during
impact. This requires that, roughly, We = pV2a/a < 10, where We is the Weber number
based on droplet density p, impact speed V, droplet radius a and surface tension a.
In our experiments individual droplets of n10lten wax with diameter 2a~50 ~m were
ejected at controlled frequencies in the range 0-15 kHz from a heated, piezoelectrically
driven drop-on-demand generator (an adapted ink-jet print head) and directed to a target
located typically 3-5 mm away, where they impacted at a speed V of the order of 3 m/s.
The ambient air and the target were maintained at a temperature below the melt's
solidification point. In-flight cooling of the droplets was typically insignificant, and the
drops arrived at the target in superheated liquid fonn with essentially the temperature they
had at the generator.
Two types of waxes were used in the experiments referred to in this paper. One
was a candelilla wax with a solidification temperature of 70°C, and the other a
microcrystalline petroleum wax (Reed 6882) with a solidification temperature of 91°C.

3.

Deposition of Single Droplets; the Solidification Angle

Figure 1 shows the impact of a single melt droplet on a surface (in this case
plexiglas), recorded through a microscope objective with the aid of strobe lighting. The
drop impacts with essentially its source temperature To. The impact occurs in this case
with We=10. The droplet touches the surface, wets it, showing some inertial distortion
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about 20 f.ls after impact, but quickly assumes a spherical-cap shape under the action
capillarity forces, reaching what appears to be a state of mechanical equilibrium with finite
contact angle long before it solidifies. The entire spreading process takes only about 40 f.ls
in this case. The droplet's solidification time on plexiglas, on the other hand, can be
estimated (Gao & Sonin, 1993; Hill & Kucera, 1983) as about 20 ms, three orders of
magnitude longer than the spreading time.
The contact angle which the drop assunles before solidifying is not an equilibrium
property.
drop spreading occurs under thermally nonequilibrium conditions, with the
bulk of the liquid superheated and the target surface subcooled. Nevertheless, we have
observed that under conditions where the drop spreading on the target is completed a
time much shorter than the solidification time, as in Fig. 1, the molten drop appears to
possess an apparent (nonequilibrium) contact angle which is, at least approximately, a
property of the melt material, the target material and the characteristic temperatures
involved, but independent of the spreading process. A n1elt droplet stops spreading when
it reaches this "melt contact angle", having apparently attained a mechanical but not thermal
equilibrium, and then freezes on a much longer time scale while maintaining this angle.
The solidification angle is in such cases equal to the (nonequilibrium) melt contact angle,
and thus, like that angle, appears to be a property of the melt material, the target material
and the characteristic temperatures, but independent of the spreading process (Gao &
Sonin, 1993). Our studies with waxes have shown that for the case where the target is the
same material as the melt, the solidification angle depends largely on the target temperature
and tends to increase as the target's subcooling is increased.
4.

Columnar Deposition

The letters "MIT" in Fig. 2 are about 300 f.lm tall and stand upright on a plastic
surface. They are fabricated by precise deposition of molten microdrops from above, at a
frequency low enough for each droplet to solidify by heat transfer to the ambient
atmosphere before the next one arrives.
Figure 3 shows the effect of frequency on the solid structures formed by columnar
deposition.
25 consecutive droplets have been depositied on top of each other at
various frequencies ranging from 0 to 10 kHz. At sufficiently low frequencies - below
about 10 Hz in this case
a distinct dropwise solidification takes place where identical,
vertical pillars of solidified droplets are formed independent of frequency, much like
A transition away from dropwise solidification occurs as the frequency increases to
point where there is insufficient time for the previous droplet to completely solidify and
cool down to ambient temperature before the next one arrives. As a result the next droplet
hits a "target" with higher than ambient temperature, the solidification angle between the
arriving droplet and the previous droplet is reduced, and the 25-drop pillar becomes shorter
and stouter. The effect increases as the frequency rises, until successive droplets begin to
melt together.
At frequencies greater than about 50 Hz, there is insufficient time for solidification
before the next drop arrives. The impinging droplets coalesce into a hemispherical liquid
cap, and solidification takes place below the shoulder of the cap.
the deposition
continued instead of being curtailed after 25 drops, there results a continuous growth mode
where the liquid
moves upward as the new drops arrive, leaving behind a solid rod with
the individual droplets (Fig. 4). At still higher frequencies - above
3-. the whole burslof 25 droplets coalesces into a spherical drop
after the salvo stops. The droplet delivery rate affects the base radius
of
large drop,
base radius increasing (solidification angle decreasing) as the
delivery rate increases. This can be attributed to the fact that the delivery time of the
droplet liquid volume is in this case longer than the solidification time, and
contact line
and becomes arrested on its way outward
it can attain
1"T'PPr;yt'."
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mechanical equilibrium displayed in Fig. 1. Note that all the large drops
high
frequency deposition would in fact grow into solid rods as in
4 if droplet deposition
were continued.
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where h is the height added to a vertical pillar by each drop and can be calculated
terms of a and e. Equation (1) is in good accord with our observations
6).

A gradual transition away from dropwise solidification occurs in
3 as the
frequency increases from about 10
to 50 Hz. At sufficiently high
is
insufficient
between droplets
any solidification. The first of the arriving droplets
coalesce on
target surface into a larger, spherical-cap liquid drop (surface tension
dominates at this scale) which spreads as more liquid arrives, maintaining at
a
spherical cap shape. As this coalesced drop grows, however, its contact line advance
over
cool target surface slows and eventually becomes so slow that solidification sets
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Figure 1
Impact of a single microdrop of
candelilla wax on a plexiglas target. To=90 oC,
T a=30oC, V=2.6 ms· I .

Figure 3
Structures produced by depositing 25
microdrops on top of each other at various frequencies.
Candelilla wax, To=100oC, Ta=38 0 C.

Figure 2
Freestanding 300 11m tall letters
produced by dropwise deposition of molten wax
microdrops. The conical object is the tip of a common
pin; the rectangle measures 200x600 11m.

Figure 4
The continuous solidification mode.
Candelilla wax, To=90oC, Ta=33°C. Frequency, from
left: 200 and 1000 Hz. Rectangle: 200x600 11 m .
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Figure 5
Parameters of vertical and inclined
pillars produced by low-frequency dropwise deposition
from above.
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Figure 6
The relationship between a pillar's
slope p and the horizontal center-to-center deposition
spacing w.
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Figure 7
Cross section of continuously growing
column in the high-frequency mode.

Figure 8
Column radius in the continuous
solidification mode: experiment vs theory.
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Figure 10 Bead width in sweep deposition:
experiment vs theory.

Figure 9
Parameters in sweep deposition of
smooth beads.
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3.4

Figure 11 Wall built up by repeated sweep
deposition. Candeli1la wax, T o=100oC, Ta=43°C. At
right is a view in perspective after the wall was cut.
Rectangle: 200x600 11m.
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